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NATURALLY FLAVORED WITH
OTHER NATURAL FLAVORS
Thin, crispy cookies
infused with raspberry
flavor, dipped in
chocolaty coating

Raspberry
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Customer questions?
Here are your answers:
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How do I buy them from you online?
You can scan my QR code and that will take you to my
online cookie page. You buy there and the cookies will ship
straight to you!
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Why are they only available online?
It helps Girl Scouts like me learn about online shopping trends
and build digital skills. It also lets us offer more flavors without
replacing customer favorites at booths.
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What’s special about the flavor?
Customers wanted a raspberry flavor, so this cookie is baked
with a pink, raspberry-flavored center and dipped in a chocolaty
coating. It’s sweet, indulgent and made with vegan ingredients!
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to girl or troop Digital Cookie®
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